Abstract
Introduction
The increasing demands for providing wireless multimedia like audio, video, image and data as well as interactive high speed internet services are fueling intensive research efforts to materialize the vision of future generation wireless communication. In cellular mobile devices as well as in wireless sensor and ad-hoc networks, it is keenly noticeable that the deployment of MIMO technology at mobile user side is not always feasible mainly due to size and power constraints [1] . An innovative approach to harness the spatial diversity without deploying multiple antennas is cooperative diversity /cooperative communication. In this research work, two transmitting and two receiving antennas have been deployed with harnessing spatial diversity under cooperative communication.
Cooperative communication technique takes the advantage of broadcasting nature of wireless transmission through effective creation of a virtual antenna array in cooperating nodes [2] . Various types of cooperative communication have been proposed to achieve the goal such as amplify and forward (AF), decode and forward (DF), fixed relaying (FR), selection relaying (SR), coded cooperation (CC) and compress and forward (CF) were introduced in [3] [4] [5] [6] respectively. The benefit of AF relay protocol is its simplicity and low cost implementation. DF relays which decode and possibly re-encode the information before transmission it and AF relays which forward the signal without hard decoding [7] . D. Haque et al. presented for a concatenated interleaved Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme on the transmission of a voice signal. The simulation results showed that the implementation of interleaved Reed-Solomon code with Convolution code BPSK modulation is highly effective to combat inherent interference in the communication system and the transmitted voice signal is found to retrieve well under noisy circumstance [8] . M. G. Rashed et al. looked into the impact of FEC codes namely Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) and Convolution Code on the performance of OFDM wireless communication system for speech signal transmission over both AWGN and fading (Rayleigh and Rician) channels in term of BER. In the fading channels, it is found via computer simulation that the performance of the Convolution interleaved based OFDM systems outperform than that of CRC interleaved OFDM system as well as uncoded OFDM channels [9] . In this paper, a simulation model for cooperative MIMO-OFDM with single relay implementation of AF scheme has been established. The revolutionary concept of space time block coding (STBC) introduced in the last decade that the deployment of multiple antennas at the transceiver has been included cooperative MIMO-OFDM scheme. The performance of the system for the zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE), successive interference cancellation (SIC) based minimum mean square error (MMSE-SIC) and zero forcing (ZF-SIC) has been evaluated in terms of BER and voice frequency signal transmission.
System Model
A cooperative MIMO-OFDM wireless communication system with single relay is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of two users, one user acts as the source while the other user serves as the receiver and the two users may interchange their information as source and receiver at different instants of time. Here, the input binary data is obtained from a portion of recorded audio (voice) signal. A simple convolution encoder of rate 1/2 is used in channel coding scheme to meet up such requirement. Digitally modulated signal using BPSK, QPSK, 16PSK and 64PSK are obtained by the conversion interleaved binary data. These data are rearranged according to the Space Time Block Code (STBC). The first antenna transmits the original data and negative second conjugate data while the second antenna transmits the conjugate original data and second data [10, 11] . In each section of transmitting antenna, the data are passed through serial to parallel converter (S/P) and then transformed into time domain signal using inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). A cyclic prefix is then added that is a copy of the last elements of the frame. Information symbols are simultaneously transmitted through each transmitting antenna after parallel to serial conversion (P/S). Signals are received at the receiving end in two phases (phase I -direct link and phase II -relay link). The data are transferred from source to destination and source to relay directly in case of phase I. On the contrary, in phase II, data are transferred from relay to destination. Each cooperative relay has to amplify its received signal and then has to forward its amplified form through a wireless channel to the destination. At the destination section, the received signals are afterward passed through the process of OFDM demodulation, digital demodulation, deinterleaving, channel decoding and decryption. Finally, the transmitted voice signal is regained.
Theoretical Analysis of Single Relay
The input binary data is obtained from a segment of recorded voice signal. Binary data stream are fed into a Convolutional encoder. After Convolutional encoding with redundant binary bit addition, the length of the channel encoded binary data is double. The channel encoded binary data are digitally modulated and FFT conversion. Then, the data are rearranged using STBC [10, 11] For the first antenna,
. Then the data sent into serial to parallel converter (S/P) with 1024 symbols (K=1024) is processed in each OFDM block to transform into time domain signal using inverse fast fourier transform (IFFT). The signal is passed through a discrete-time baseband channel with response h(m) and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) w(m) is added. In amplify-and-forward (AF) relay scheme, the relay receives a signal from the source; the received signal is amplified and forwarded to the destination in spite of the source-relay link quality. In Phase I, the source-destination and the source-relay received signals are transmitted.
In Phase II, the relay employs a linear precoder F on the received signal vector By combining the signals received at the destination in both phases, we obtain that Y(k) is the received signal and H is the channel matrix and N is the AWGN for transmitted signal 
MMSE Signal Detection
The MMSE detector employs a linear filter that can take into account the noise. The MMSE filter is found by minimizing the mean-square error (MSE) as [15, 16]  
With a high SNIR, the MMSE detection becomes the ZF detection. Using the MMSE weight in equation (3), we obtain the following relationship
ZF-SIC Detection
H undergoes QR factorization as [15, 16] 
MMSE-SIC Detection
The received signal, channel matrix and noise are extended as [15, 16] 
Results and Discussion
This section presents and discusses on the results obtained by the computer simulation program written in MATLAB. Computer simulations have been performed to estimate the BER on voice signal transmission. The channel coding, FFT/IFFT size and CP length have been set to be 2 1 -rated Convolutional Encoder, 1024 and 103 symbols respectively. The BER performance of STBC Encoded cooperative MIMO OFDM system for direct transmission (i.e., no relay) and single relay with direct transmission with different signal detection schemes ( ZF, ZF-SIC, MMSE and MMSE-SIC) are illustrated graphically in Figure 2 through Figure 5 . It is noticeable that in all cases, the simulated system shows a quite satisfactory performance with single relay and direct transmission in QAM digital modulation and worst performance in QPSK. On critical observation, it is seen that the system performance in MMSE signal detection is comparatively better in comparison with ZF. In Figure 6 and 7, it is observable that retrieval of transmitted voice signal is quite satisfactory. In case of ZF-SIC and MMSE-SIC with STBC scheme implementation, the BER values are in the vicinity of acceptable level. The estimated BERs at a typically assumed SNR value of 5 dB for different channel equalization schemes are presented in Table 1 : 
Conclusion
In this paper, the scenario of enabling high quality voice transmission over STBC based MIMO Cooperative OFDM wireless communication system has been presented. In order to provide enhanced and satisfactory system performance for voice frequency signal transmission over Cooperative communication, the MMSE-SIC channel equalization scheme can be preferably implemented among the four signal detection/equalization techniques.
